
REPORT OF THE PREP CLASS
April to June 2009
Location: Gali No 3

Govindpuri
New Delhi 110019

Costs Activities Volunteer
April

Staff honorariu:
Vinita: Rs 4000/- 
(ch no: 649573)

Lots of kids have gone to the village  due to that there are very few kids that 
is why we are not doing lots of activities but we are still following the time 
table. 

We are teaching the kids to colour in a given patterns and they also did leaf 
painting. We try to make the kids observe more to develop their imagination.

On 22-4-09, a group of young volunteers took the children out to McDonalds.

Marla

May

There is a new batch and in this new batch there are kids here only for 2 
Pramila



Staff honorarium:
Vinita: Rs 4000/- 
(ch no:6493828)

months. 

We make the kids do writing skills and physical exercises for an hour each.

 Lots of kids who have come from the village do not know how to speak 
Hindi so we are teaching them the language this is why we do conversation so 
that they talk to each other and improve their Hindi. 

We showed them how to make a frog out of paper and had a competition in 
which only Ajay was able to re do it. We showed the kids Tom and Jerry an 
Jai Ganesh cartoon at the library but they preferred Tom and Jerry.  

Lots of kids are dirty because there is no water at heir home so we make them 
take a bath in school.

June

Rent: rs 8000/- (ch 
no: 649620)

Staff honorarium:
Vinita: Rs4000/- 
(ch no649734: )

In prep, we took test of the kids in which some were good but some did not 
manage to do well so that is why we focused more on oral work twice a week 
so that they can recognise the words properly without mistakes.

 To make them to colour recognition we made the kids cut out shapes from 
glazed paper and made them stick it on a plain paper so we made a greeting 
card. 
Every Saturday we make the kids do high jumping on the trampolin which 
they enjoy a lot. 



We did recognisition of animals but the children were only able to recognise 6 
of them and not the rest. Then we told them about the animals and where they 
live, what they eat and what sound does it make. 

Due to the heat lots of kids are having boils on their face due to which they 
are not being able to focus in class as it is paining them a lot.


